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Looking at children looking at art : teacher response to aesthetic journals in art
Abstract
Although recent trends in art education emphasize a discipline based approach to instruction, the
elementary art experience often focuses on the process components of art production, overlooking other
significant areas of study (Adams, 1992; Garoian, 1988; Hickman, 1994 ). One way in which educators can
help make art experiences more meaningful to students is to use response journals for viewing artwork.
Educators have established the use of response journals as a worthy practice by providing students with
opportunities to develop greater understanding of content material and by providing teachers with
valuable insight into students thinking through shared dialogue (Hall, Crawford & Robinson, 1997). Thus it
becomes the teacher's role to make these exchanges meaningful to students and to guide students'
learning. However, when art teachers see students one day a week for limited amounts of time, the
teacher's comments in response journals in art class serve as a form of instruction rather than true
exchanges of dialogue.
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Looking at children looking at art: Teacher response to aesthetic
journals in art.

Although recent trends in art education emphasize a discipline based approach
to instruction , the elementary art experience often focuses on the process components
of art production , overlooking other significant areas of study (Adams, 1992; Garoian ,
1988; Hickman , 1994 ). One way in which educators can help make art experiences more
meaningful to students is to use response journals for viewing artwork .

Educators have

established the use of response journals as a worthy practice by providing students with
opportunities to develop greater understanding of content material and by providing
teachers with valuable insight into students thinking through shared dialogue (Hall ,
Crawford & Robinson , 1997). Thus it becomes the teacher's role to make these
exchanges meaningful to students and to guide students' learning. However, when art
teachers see students one day a week for limited amounts of time , the teacher's
comments in response journals in art class serve as a form of instruction rather than true
exchanges of dialogue .
As a content area, art provides a wealth of information that can help students
understand the processes of art and to help students find personal meaning within art,
justifying the rationale for a discipline-based approach . According to Adams (1992) , the
essentials of a quality art education should include a variety of experiences that allow the
student to respond to the ideas, meanings, and expressions contained in art objects from
the point of view of art criticism , aesthetics, and art history. This broadened conception of
art in education allows children to increase their understanding of the concept of art and
serves as the foundation for their art production . Through art criticism the child is able to
ponder such questions as "Is this a good work of art?" , while aesthetics allows the student
to respond to the nature and quality of art objects.
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Furthermore, art history provides students opportunities to view art from various
periods and cultures (Adams,1992), informing children about where, when , and why an
artwork originated and provides students with historical concepts and role models which
can be used in their own art production (Garoian , 1988). Thus the fundamental issue in
art education is that of making art meaningful to the students by allowing students to be
affected by artworks so they may seek further experiences and actively participate in
learning about art (Hickman , 1994). One way in which teachers can provide students with
additional opportunities to engage in meaningful art experiences is to encourage children
to discuss and write about works of art (Garoian , 1988).
The use of journals in the classroom is not a new idea in education and many
teachers have endorsed journaling as a method of helping students make meaning of
content area studies. Within content area classes, the use of response journals has
focused on the basic premise that journaling helps students know what they think, and to
think about what they know (Lindquist, 1996), providing teachers with valuable insights
into students reasoning and learning processes. Journals have been used in math to
help students understand concepts, develop better understanding and retention of math
facts, help decrease math anxiety, and to increase students' levels of confidence (Stix,
1994). In science using journals can help students set goals, record progress, and pose
further questions for areas of study (Ogens, 1996). Journals can help students develop
critical thinking skills and serve as study aids (Lozauskas and Barrell ,1992). Journaling
has been used in Social Studies as a way to improve students' writing and to maintain
motivation in social studies by making content learning more meaningful to students
(Lindquist, 1996).
Within language arts, written responses to read aloud events confirms that written
responses help children move beyond summarization toward more insightful thinking
(Kelly, 1990; Simpson , 1986). In fact, reader response journals promote deeper meaning
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from student selected novels (Berger, 1996), and provide pathways to more active
reading and writing involvement (Hancock, 1992, 1993). Much of the literature on
journals suggests that through the shared communication of response journals teachers
were able to view students' learning in new ways. When reading and responding to
student entries, the teacher was able to develop more individualized instruction and
guidance for students, and to reflect on the teaching/learning process (Gordon &
Macinnis, 1993).
Because communication is an important element between student and teacher
interactions in the classroom (whether these interactions are verbal, nonverbal or written) ,
it should be noted that these interactions impact whether students learn or do not learn
and affect students desires to learn (Corely, 1990). Response journals seem to provide
that positive interaction. By definition , response journals require two or more participants
to exchange friendly, meaningful correspondence over an extended period of time
(Atwell , 1984; Calkins, 1983 ; Graves, 1983, 1994; Hall , Crawford , & Robinson , 1997).
One of the significant results of this exchange is that it creates a dialogue between
teachers and students where students view teachers written comments as more
meaningful than simple letter grades (Bumiske, 1994).
Yet when examining studies of written exchanges between students and
teachers, the focus is generally on the students' written product and ways in which
teachers attempt to meet students' individual needs. However, little research has been
done on the teacher's response, yet it is the teacher's response which most impacts
students' perceptions about their work (Corley, 1990). In a study conducted by Garcia,
Berry, and Garcia (1990) , it was found that when teachers provided more elaborate written
responses to journal entries, students produced increased written entries combined with
a distinct process orientation to their entries. This suggests that teachers' responses are
able to turn on or off communication with students simply by changing the way in which
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they communicate with students. Thus the teacher plays a vital role in the expansion and
enrichment of student responses. The teacher must serve as a catalyst for encouraging
student exploration of suggested avenues for responses and act in the role of facilitator
and response guide. Teacher comments should be nonjudgemental , encouraging and
thought provoking . Therefore, the ultimate goal of response journals is to inspire deeper
thought on the part of the student (Hancock, 1993).
As an elementary art teacher, I spend a great deal of time reflecting on my
teaching practices in the classroom , wondering if I am doing everything I can to make
learning in art meaningful to my students. As theorists suggest, students need exposure
to art history, art criticism , and aesthetics to fully understand the concept of art, that the
simple production of art is insufficient to addressing these areas (Adams, 1992; Garoian ,
1988; Hickman , 1994). Art, as a content area filled with diverse areas of study (specific
techniques, various media, historical influences, styles) , provides teachers with a wealth
of possibilities for incorporating response journals. The studies of response journals in
content areas have shown that journals encourage self-expression and a deeper
understanding of content materials, and journals provide students with information
relevant to their concerns and problems in the context of their own writing and the
teacher's responses (Atwell , 1984; Berger, 1996; Gordon and Macinnis, 1993 ; Kelly,
1990; Lindquist, 1996; Simpson , 1986; Stix, 1994).

However, teacher responses to

students' written comments provide the guiding force in how students perceive and
respond to the journaling experience, and impact students overall learning (Burniske,
1994; Corley, 1990; Garcia, 1990).
This article is the story of my growth as an art teacher trying aesthetic response
journals in my classroom for the first time with a group of fifth-grade students. I will explain
how journals were used as a component of art classes, share excerpts from the journals of
several children focusing on my responses and how they changed over the course of the
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journaling activity, and draw some conclusions about the value and direction of aesthetic
response journals in elementary art classes.

From Art Production to Aesthetic Response
As an elementary art teacher I am aware of the growing trend for art education to
embrace a discipline-based approach to art instruction, to move beyond simple art
production . As such, I have often attempted to include art history and criticism as a
component to students' art production. As noted by Garoian (1988), " .. .art history and
criticism complement the learning of studio techniques and contribute to the overall
intellectual and creative development of students." (p. 39) However, within this context,
the value of art history and criticism is relevant only to providing students with the historical
and critical perspective which they then apply to the art they produce.
As I reflected on my current teaching practices, I was increasingly concerned that I
was not really providing my students with the opportunity to connect to art on a personal
level. I realized that my students often failed to make connections beyond the art history
experiences they applied to specific projects, being unable to transfer these new
concepts to new projects. Additionally, students seemed unable to talk about, discuss,
and critique art even though I always stressed specific vocabulary and modeled talking
about art through regular teaching presentations and group critiques of completed
projects.
I recognized that while I had been trying to broaden my students' understandings
of art through these limited experiences with art history and criticism , I was not giving
students enough opportunities to develop personal, meaningful responses to artwork,
nor was I providing students with adequate occasions to discuss artwork. I wanted to
provide students the freedom to explore works of art, to interpret their meaning , to
attempt discovering the visual characteristics and structures of a work of art, and to
enhance and build their art vocabulary to help promote meaningful discourse.
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In February, I enrolled in practicum as part of a graduate program . This practicum
was a field -based course designed to provide teachers with opportunities to develop,
plan, and organize instructional change, as well as assessing and evaluating the
effectiveness of these changes. Finally I had a guide for examining my own teaching
practices. Hickman (1994) might well have been speaking to me when he wrote : "As art
educators we need to remind ourselves from time to time about the importance of
personal aesthetic experiences. In our teaching this would be reflected in focusing upon
our students' initial reactions to art, and using these as a starting point for the
development of aesthetic understanding ." (p. 50). I felt the use of aesthetic response
journals would provide the direction I needed in attempting to develop students'
aesthetic understanding .
At the end of February, after further researching the use of response journals and
binding folders for students' use as journals, I selected a group of fifth-grade students to
participate in the journaling activity. I told the students that we would no longer only be
looking at artworks as they related to specific projects; instead I wanted to give students
more opportunities to view a variety of artworks. We would now be using aesthetic
journals as part of our regular classroom activities. I explained that the aesthetic journals
would be a place for students to share their ideas, express their feelings, and ask
questions about the artwork they would be viewing, stressing that ideas were more
important than spelling . I wanted students to feel confident about this new approach , so
while allowing them control of the content of their journals, I offered some initial direction :
(1) As a model , I shared my own response to an artwork which was fam iliar to
students.
(2) I offered some general suggestions for journal responses which I had inserted
into students journals including : Begin by describing the artwork, what do you see? What
interests you most about this artwork? If you were to give this artwork a title, what would
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you call it? How do you think the artist felt when he/she created this work of art? How
does this work of art make you feel? What does this work of art tell you about: history?
society? the artist? Why do you think the artist created this particular work? ff the artist
were here in this room right now, what would you ask him/her about this artwork? And if
you could , would you buy this artwork? Why or why not?
(3) I asked students to try responding to at least three different questions for
each entry and invited students to refer back to their journal guidelines and the artwork as
often as they felt necessary.
(4) I explained that I was interested in their personal reactions to the artwork, that
there were no right or wrong answers, I wanted to know what they thought and felt.
Finally, I promised my students that I would read and respond to their journal entries each
week .
In order to create consistency in our weekly journaling sessions and to avoid
difficult transitions between journaling activities and art production , I distributed journals
and artworks at the beginning of class sessions, allowing students ten to fifteen minutes
for journaling . Upon completing their journal entries, students turned in their journals and
then proceeded to work on their current projects.

New Insights
To show you what can happen when students begin to use journals to respond
to artworks and the teacher responds back , I want to share with you some of the
observations and discoveries I made as I read and responded to the journals of twenty
three fifth grade students who spent seven weeks responding to artworks . These
children represent a range of artistic ability: artistically talented students, average art
students, and low ability art students. I will present samples of the children's work and my
responses, followed by some general comments about the journal writing experience.
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First Discoveries
After introducing students to the concept of journaling in art class, I was surprised
at the positive response from students. Students eagerly began examining the artworks,
and the classroom was filled with the buzzing of their voices as they discussed the art
prints they had been given. After five minutes, students took up their pencils and busily
began writing in their journals. After seeing their initial enthusiasm , I was eager to read
their journal entries.
Based on the many case studies I had read describing students' written
comments in response journals, I was anticipating reading thoughtful responses from my
students. I was sure students would provide me with interesting comments to which I
could easily respond . I was surprised by the responses I actually received . Evan, Angela,
and Ashley provide examples of the typical responses students wrote.

Evan's Journal: The art lookes real like a tonw. There are alot of straight lines and
circules. The object is to make it real. I would call tis The Town That Was Forgotten
because it looks diserted. Happy because they used a lot of color, gloomy, and quiet and
dull. to share he or she feelings. Why did you put in what you did?

Angela's Journal: It is in a field . Their are animals, people, hay, houses, dark colors
manly. Oil on canvas. Lots of different shapes. Painting. Proud , happy, happy. Sad .
Maybe a memory. Yes, because it is a very nice paiting . No, because it makes me th ink
how mean blacks were treated .

Ashley's Journal: The artwork is interesting. The colors are light blue and pink. White
is another color. The lines are curvey. I like this painting because it is interesting . It
expresses the village and the season . Oil paints and a canvas were used. I would call it
Hill Top. I think the artist felt happy, cheerful, and fun . This artwork makes me feel happy,
cheerful , and light. It tells me about the village and winter.
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As I reflected on the student responses, I realized that the quality of work I
expected from students was based on my assumptions regarding the quality of art work
which students produced. Aside from the few students' who wrote response similar to
Ashley's, what most students gave me in written form was very different from what they
gave me when they were drawing or painting . I was surprised by their lack of complete
sentences, poor spelling and penmanship, and general lack of quality in their writing .
While penmanship and spelling were not required of the students in responding to art
works, their responses clearly show that students were attempting to respond to several
of the questions I had given them in their guidelines. Yet their responses seemed to lack
any real depth in thinking .
As I prepared to respond to students journal entries, I recalled the suggestions I
had read in Hancock's (1993) article. As Hancock stated, the teacher's first step in
enhancing student responses is to assess the kinds of responses students are already
sharing, that the best way to redirect, refocus and expand student responses is by
directing teacher comments to the responses students are currently writing. Additionally,
the teacher's comments should be nonjudgemental and encouraging with the ultimate
goal of inspiring deeper thought on the part of the student. With these suggestions in
mind , I carefully wrote my responses to students. Again using Evan's, Angela's and
Ashley's journals, I would like to share my responses to their entries.

My response to Evans journal entry:

Thanks for sharing your ideas. I see that you

noticed the artist uses a lot of straight lines and circles. These are created by the artists
brush strokes while he is painting . I also think you have asked a good questions, it would
be fun to talk to the artist to see why he chose to paint this picture. Why do you think he
might have painted it? You also use some good descriptive words to talk about this
artwork. "Gloomy, quiet, and dull" really reflect the mood of this artwork, because of the
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flat , dark colors the artist used , and these descriptions also go well with the title you chose
for this painting.

My response to Angela's journal: I like the way you have described this artwork.
can tell from your description that you are looking at Eastman Johnson's The Husking
Bee. I also like that you seem to be answering so many of the questions in your response
guidelines. But I am a little confused as to which questions you are answering . Could you
maybe use a few more complete sentences? I really do want to understand what you
mean . I think it's really interesting that this painting makes you think about how poorly
blacks were treated by whites. This painting must remind you of pictures you have seen
of slaves - even though this painting is actually about a fall celebration at harvest time in
the New England area. Are you perhaps studying about the Civil War in social studies?

My response to Ashley's journal entry:

Nice comments Ashley. You have used

some very good descriptive words to express yourself. You've notice a lot of important
details in this artwork. I'm glad you think this artwork is interesting , but I'm curious - what
makes this artwork interesting to you?, and why do you think the artist may have felt
happy, cheerful , and fun when he painted this artwork? Keep up the good work.
Over the next three weeks, students spent the first part of their art class
responding to various artworks in their journals. I read and re-read their responses before
responding in an attempt to ensure that I was continuing to provide positive, supportive
comments to their entries. However, I was becoming concerned that I was seeing little if
any change in the responses students were writing .

New Directions
At the end of the third week, I felt it was necessary to re-evaluate the use of
response journals with my students. I seemed to be reading the same things over and
over again . To determine if this was really the case, I developed a simple chart, recording
the types of questions to which each student was responding. After recording the data, I
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observed that over half of my students were consistently answering the same three or
four questions each week, and these questions required the least amount of thought for
a response (Figure 1).
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Further analysis also suggested that over half of the students were continuing to write
simple responses, either by making a general statement without reference to a question ,
or by answering specific questions but failing to explain their reasoning for the response .
At this point I needed to do two things. First, I felt it would be beneficial to
students to review the initial guidelines for responding to artworks. To accomplish this. I
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would review the guidelines with a whole class discussion. As part of the discussion , I
would again model my own response to an artwork, and I would also share a random
selection of students' response in the hope that students would distinguish the
difference and make their own suggestions for ways to improve their own writing.
Second, I went back and re-read articles on the use of response journals hoping to gain
insight into ways I could further develop my responses to help nudge students into more
thoughtful responses. As I re-read the articles I was struck by the fact that in each case,
the teacher was able to elicit greater responses from students because the teacher was
applying his or her own prior knowledge of the content students were encountering and
thus the teacher was better able to guide students' thinking. As a result , I felt that my
response would perhaps have a greater impact on my students if I included a preview of
the artwork they would be viewing the next day rather than just commenting on what they
had written .
To show you how reviewing guidelines and previewing artwork influenced
students' journal responses, I would like to share Evan's, Angela's and Ashley's
responses from week seven .

Evan's Journal:

This painting is called Dancing In Colombia by Botero. I like the name

because it fits the with painting . It shows men and women dancing to a band . They look
lik they are haveing fun . If I was a art collector I would by this painting because all the mens
faces are the same and I think thats cool. I wonder why the artist painted all the mens
faces the same. The women faces are the same to and all the insturments don't have
strings.

Angela's Journal : This picture is called Turtle Tide. It is by Craig Rubadoux. The
artist used oil paints on a canvas. It is very colorful because he used bright colors like blue
and orange, it is imaginitive. If I could I would by this painting because it is a pretty picture
of a turtle, even if the turtle dosen't look real. And the back of the turtle looks like a sea
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shell and I like sea shells, I have a box of them at home from when we went on vacation.
To show how my response changed by the end of seven weeks I would like to
share a typical response taken from Ashley's journal. First will be my response to Ashley's
entry for the sixth week, followed by her final response .

My response: Thanks for sharing your response Ashley. I'm glad you think that this
artwork is very unique and would like to know more about the artist. It is a very
contemporary painting - the artist painted it only three years ago - and it is very different
from the other types of artwork we have been looking at. I have some information on the
artist if you would like to read more about him .
Today you will be looking at a painting by Grandma Moses. She is known for her
"primitive" (simple, somewhat childlike) style of painting American Rural scenes. You
might like to know that she taught herself to paint when she was in her seventies and
often painted scenes from her memory. What do you think she might be remembering or
telling about in this artwork?

Ashley's response: This artwork is different because it is a country scene. The colors
are grey, green , red , orange, brown , yellow, blue, black, purple, and white. It is by
Grandma Moses. It is called Thanksgiving Turkey. I would call it "Country T ime" because it
reminds me of the times we go to the country to visit my grandmother. All the colors make
me think of playing in the leaves in the fall. I think Grandma Moses is remembering her
childhood Thanksgiving. It must have been a good memory. I like this artwork because it
is a scene. I like scenes.
These samples highlights some consistent points found in students' journals
toward the end of the seven week period . First, it demonstrates the general types of
responses I and my students were making and how the responses changed over the past
seven weeks. By the seventh week the artwork was being described, the students were
beginning to write more clearly, students were attempting to justify their responses more

consistently, and students were generally attempting to responding to different
questions (Figure 2) .
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Second, in Ashley's example she is specifically responding to some of my
comments, she answers my specific question and she refers to the painting as a scene, a
term she has not previously used even though she has seen at least two previous
paintings in which this term applies. Students' generally refered to an artworks subject
matter using non-specific terms such as: "The subject of the painting shows a picture of
the outdoors., or "It is a picture of the country." Third, students' responses generally
consisted of one short paragraph whereas my responses were generally twice as long.
While students' responses were showing improvement in quality, little change occured in
the quantity of students' responses. Several factors, such as: lack of adequate time to
write ; wanting to work on art projects ; or disliking writing, may have contributed to this lack
of growth .
As I read students' journals, I learned more about these children as whole
individuals, not just art students. I found it interesting to note that students often
transferred their journaling experiences in Language arts to their journaling experience in
art. Students tended to refer to artists as authors, or to refer to an artwork's subject matter
in terms of themes and settings. This suggests that students need to learn art- related
vocabulary in order to effectively communicate about art.

Final thoughts
As I reflect back over the seven weeks in which my students journaled , I realized
that while my journals had much in common with the journals that inspired them , my

•
students journals differed from the dialogue journals described by Atwell (1987; also see
Burniske, 1994, Hall , Crawford , and Robinson , 1997, and Hancock, 1992, 1993) in that
my students usually did not respond directly to my responses, nor did we respond to the
same issues over an extended period of time. As such , the journal responses became
less a shared dialogue ; rather, my responses served as a form of individualizes direct
instruction .
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At this time it is difficult to determine how great an impact my responses had to
students' learning . While I was beginning to see some improvement in students'
responses at the end of seven weeks, it is clear that this is perhaps too short a time frame
to notice any real growth on the part of the students. On the other hand , I did find that by
journaling with my students, I experienced a great deal of growth in my own
understanding by reflecting on the teaching/learning process which , in turn , helped me
better meet the instructional needs of each student by responding to their individual
needs and concerns.
Perhaps the greatest understanding I gained about my students lies in their
diversity as learners. Matt, a highly creative and talented young artist, could verbally talk to
me about his artwork and explain his thinking , but when it came to responding to artworks
not his own and limited to writing his thoughts, he was unable to respond beyond simple
two to three word responses to any of the prompt questions. On the other hand ,
Bridget, an enthusiastic but low ability art student, blossomed when given the chance to
respond in writing . She often wrote elaborate, full page responses filled with her
thoughts and feelings about the artwork .
From this first experience with using aesthetic journals with an elementary art
class, I feel that the journals provided a positive impact on expanding students' learning in
art, to move beyond simple art production to greater understanding of art in general.
Journals helped validate the students' self-expression and personal responses to
artworks, encouraged their understanding , and made initial steps to improve students' art
literacy. Through my responses I had the opportunity to help shape students' ideas and
provide students with information relevant to their learning through the content of their
own writing .
While the use of aesthetic response journals is clearly a useful method to improve
student learning , the greatest difficulty to the effective implementation of aesthetic
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response journals at the elementary level remains one of time management. While I was
able to effectively read and respond to one group of twenty-three fifth-grade students,
how one reads and responds to 125 students seems a daunting task for which I have yet
to find a solution .
However, to fully take advantage of the possibilities of improving students
learning through the use of aesthetic response journals at the elementary level , students
need to be provided the opportunity to participate in journaling throughout the entire
school year. Perhaps, it would also be beneficial to allow students to self-select an
artwork in which to respond to , and extend the responses to this artwork over several
weeks. In this way, the teacher's responses would have greater impact by exploring the
different areas of response in greater depth, thus providing the framework for developing
student vocabulary and understanding of art concepts.
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